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ABSTRACT
Citing, quoting, and forwarding & commenting behaviors are widely
seen in academia, news media, and social media. Existing behavior
modeling approaches focused on mining content and describing
preferences of authors, speakers, and users. However, behavioral
intention plays an important role in generating content on the
platforms. In this work, we propose to identify the referential intention which motivates the action of using the referred (e.g., cited,
quoted, and retweeted) source and content to support their claims.
We adopt a theory in sociology to develop a schema of four types
of intentions. The challenge lies in the heterogeneity of observed
contextual information surrounding the referential behavior, such
as referred content (e.g., a cited paper), local context (e.g., the sentence citing the paper), neighboring context (e.g., the former and
latter sentences), and network context (e.g., the academic network
of authors, affiliations, and keywords). We propose a new neural
framework with Interactive Hierarchical Attention (IHA) to identify the intention of referential behavior by properly aggregating
the heterogeneous contexts. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively identify the type of intention of citing
behaviors (on academic data) and retweeting behaviors (on Twitter).
And learning the heterogeneous contexts collectively can improve
the performance. This work opens a door for understanding content
generation from a fundamental perspective of behavior sciences.
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Figure 1: The goal of generating content is to make author’s
claims/ideas accepted by readers and existing literature. To
achieve it, referential behavior such as citing and retweeting
uses existing contents in the literature as a bridge between
the author and readers. So the author’s referential intention
depends on author’s stance and reader’s stance to the referred content. Given observed generated/referred content
and a referential behavior, our work aims at identifying the
referential intention to understand contents and stances. In
this figure, dashed lines are unobservable and to be inferred;
only the solid arrow and contents are observable.

1

INTRODUCTION

Content is not isolated from the time of being generated. One of
the most important purposes of generating contents is to make
the facts, claims, ideas, and/or opinions in the content accepted by
readers. For example, researchers write papers to present new ideas,
observations, and methods for being used and/or cited; journalists
write news articles to broadcast factual information; social media
users post messages to express and share their opinions. (We use
“authors” to simplify mentions of researchers, journalists, social
media users, and many others who generate contents for reading.)
One of the most effective methods to shorten the distance between author and readers is to refer to related sources in the generated content (GC). We call it referential behavior, including citing,
quoting, forwarding, and commenting behaviors that can be widely
seen in academia, news media, and social media. The referred content (RC) acts as a natural bridge, because it has been publicized
as literature, news archives, or trending topics. For example, researchers can discuss advantages or major flaws of a cited work
to support their claims; users can explain why they like or dislike
a shared message to show their opinions on the topic or event.
Clearly, the intention of referential behavior depends on author’s
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Reader’s Stance
Neutral

Accept
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Strong Rej. (SR)

Strong Acc. (SA)
BG
SR

Negative
SA
BG
Reject

Table 1: Given author’s different stance and reader’s different stance to referred content, the intention of the author’s
referential behavior, underlying why and how the referred
content was used, may be different. According to a theory in
sociology [4], we categorize the intention into five: Strong
Accept, Accept, Background, Reject, and Strong Reject. The
author’s generated content, referred content, the referential
behavior, and many other contexts reflect the intention.
stance and readers’ stance (in general) to RC, which becomes the
most important factor of shaping GC. This observation is supported
by a theory in sociology developed in 1980s [4]. Figure 1 presents
their relationships. Note that only the referential behaviors including GC an RC are observable. Identifying the underlying referential
intention can help understand the process of content generation,
infer author’s stance and reader’s stance, find truth and evidence,
and detect misbehavior and misinformation.
In this work, we study author’s referential intention and develop
a computational method to identify the intention of referential behaviors on multiple platforms such as academia, news media, and
social media. Inspired by [4], we build a schema of 5 intention categories: Strong Accept (SA), Accept (A), Background (BG), Reject (R),
and Strong Reject (SR). Table 1 presents the relationship between
intention category and author/reader’s stance to RC.
Author’s stance to RC has three types: (1) Positive means GC and
RC have the same or similar viewpoints; (2) Neutral means GC
and RC are related but GC does not discuss RC’s viewpoint or RC
has no viewpoint; (3) Negative means GC and RC have opposing
viewpoints. Take citing behaviors as examples. Suppose GC introduced a new topic model. If RC was a sampling method adopted
in the model, the stance would be positive; if RC was the definition of graphical model, it would be neutral; if RC was an existing
topic model and GC discussed its weak points, the stance would
be negative. Similar can be observed on social media. Suppose GC
was on the cons of Obamacare. If RC was about “reasons to still
hate Obamacare”, the stance would be positive; if RC was generally
about healthcare system or insurance policy, it would be neutral; if
RC was on the good points, the stance would be negative.
Reader’s stance to RC also has three types; however, they are
author’s assumption on his/her general readers/audience. Though
the type names are the same as those of author’s stance, their definitions are very different. (1) Positive means RC is acceptable by
general audience because it has been widely adopted or used in
literature or it has been widely broadcast on mass media and social
media, for instance, survey on deep neural networks or fear of financial crisis. (2) Neutral means RC has no viewpoint or neither RC’s
viewpoint nor the opposite dominates, for instance, good/bad points
of Obamacare. (3) Negative means RC is wrong in commonsense,
for instance, anything that legitimizes racial discrimination.
Based on the author/reader’s stance types, we define intention
categories (see Table 1) along with examples of citing behaviors (in

an AAAI’16 paper titled “Deep neural networks for learning graph
representations”; see Table 2) and retweeting behaviors.
Strong Accept (SA): Table 1 shows that when the author’s stance is
positive and the reader’s stance is non-positive (neutral or negative),
the author’s intention is to present a strong acceptance of RC to
readers. Take the first row of Table 2 as an example. At the time
paper [5] (GC) was submitted, word2vec (RC) (including the skipgram model and representation learning idea) has not yet been
widely accepted. So, when the authors of [5] used word2vec to
generate representations, they presented not only the usage but
also the advantages of using the method in their work. The authors
were trying to make readers accept the advantages (which were not
widely accepted) along with the usage. On social media, supportive
comments are common in retweets such as listing a presidential
candidate’s achievements on news about his/her campaign.
Accept (A): Suppose the author’s stance is positive and the reader’s
stance is likely to be positive too, which means RC is widely accepted by large audience for long time. The author doesn’t have
to or wouldn’t like to sell RC because it cannot be or relate to any
interesting point of the GC (e.g., paper’s contribution). In the example, because SVD has been commonly used to compress matrix,
the authors presented the usage without further explanation or
comments to it but concluded the section. On social media, when
the RC is about disaster response to a flood, a fire, or a collapse
of buildings in an earthquake, users who retweeted this message
would assume that all readers believe the response is necessary.
Background (BG): The author’s stance is neutral when GC and RC
have related topics but the RC was just used to provide background
information but not used to support the claims/ideas in GC. The RC
can be a survey paper, a representative work of a topic, or factual
news reports, or Wiki records.
Strong Reject (SR) and Reject (R): When the author’s stance is
negative, GC is to reject RC – SR is to point out the shortcomings
of certain methods/techniques, bad outcomes of certain policies, or
poor performance of a person or an organization. The rejection will
support the author’s idea of addressing the problem or adjusting
the policy. Interestingly, when it comes to be a rejection, though
for some cases all readers are negative to the RC, such as Hitler and
World War II, the GC is always a Strong Reject. So we merge SR
and R together as SR.
Identifying referential intention is non-trivial and challenging.
We recruited three people to label an academic dataset (40 papers
and 1,565 citations, on two research topics – network embedding
and language model) and a general dataset (48 news articles, 249
tweets, and 401 referential links, on 20 events). 1,497 (95.7%) of
the citations and 368 (91.8%) of the referential links have consistent labels from all the five. So, referential intentions exist and
are determinable. However, all the annotators conclude that they
have to read/know a lot of contexts related to the referential behavior for high confidence of labelling. The work was difficult and
time-consuming.
To automatically identify the intention with a computational
model, the main challenge is on modeling the heterogeneous contexts surrounding referential behavior. Take citing behavior as an
example. The intention is related to referred content (e.g., a cited
paper), local context (LC) of generated content (e.g., the sentence
citing the paper), neighboring contexts (NC) of GC (e.g., the former
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Generated Content (GC)
“Next, the skip-gram model proposed by [22] is used to learn lowdimensional representations for vertices from such linear structures.
The learned vertex representations were shown to be effective across
a few tasks, outperforming several previous approaches such as...”
“SVD [17] is a common matrix factorization method that is used to
reduce dimensions or extract features. Following [17], we used SVD
to compress the PPMI matrix to obtain low dimensional representations. □ (end of section) 5.1 Parameters ...”
“Recently, there has been significant interest in the work of learning
word embeddings [5]. Their goal is to learn for each natural language
word a low-dimensional vector representation based on their contexts,
from a large amount of natural language texts.”
“An example of a matrix factorization method is hyperspace analogue
analysis [20]. A major shortcoming of such an approach and related
methods is that frequent words with relatively little semantic value
such as stop words have a disproportionate effect on the word representations generated. ... to address this problem ...”

Referred Content (RC)

Intention

[22] Mikolov et al. NeurIPS (2013). (known
as word2vec) “Distributed representations of
words and phrases and their compositionality.”

Strong Accept
(SA)

[17] Levy et al. NeurIPS (2014). “Neural word
embedding as implicit matrix factorization”

Accept (A)

[5] Bullinaria et al. BRM (2007). “Extract- Background
ing semantic representations from word co- (BG)
occurrence statistics: A computational study.”
[20] Lund et al. BRM (1996). “Producing Strong Reject
high-dimensional semantic spaces from lexi- (SR)
cal co-occurrence”

Table 2: Examples of citing behaviors in each intention category. The authors of GC [5] assumed the readers’ stance to the RCs.
Expressions based on the author’s intent have been highlighted as underlined plus blue colored. “SA” sells RC’s advantages
assuming that RC has not yet been widely accepted. “A” presents the acceptance on RC but not mentions the reason because
it assumes RC is widely accepted. The black underlined are related content (concepts, methods, etc.) between GC and RC.
and latter sentences), and network context (NetC) (e.g., the academic
network of authors, affiliations, and keywords). On one hand, most
of the contexts were long (sentences) or big (networks) while only
part(s) of them could be strongly related to the intention. On the
other hand, we (and the annotators) observe that the multiple types
of contexts have interaction with each other: LC and NC come from
the same document and form semantic ordering; RC and LC were
tightly related on content; RC and LC were produced by the nodes
in NetC, and so on. A flat neural framework with the contexts fed
but isolated could not perform well.
In this work, we propose a new framework for identifying referential intentions by modeling heterogeneous contexts. Firstly,
we use language model to transform text-based contexts (LC, NC,
and RC) into embeddings and also use graph neural network to
learn author and GC embeddings with NetC. Secondly, we apply
local attention mechanism to discover the significant parts corresponding to the intention from each type of text-based context
embeddings. Lastly, we design a weighted pooling layer plus a hierarchical attention layer for properly pairing interactive contexts
of local attentions into joint global attention.
Experiments on the two real datasets demonstrate that our proposed method of the Interactive Hierarchical Attention (IHA) mechanism outperforms non-attention and non-interactive attention
methods: F1 scores were improved relatively by 7.8% on the academic dataset and by 12.8% on the news/social media dataset. Accurate information of referential intentions can enrich the academic
and general knowledge graphs (putting a new, important type of
attributes on the referential edges between contents) and help infer
the truth and find evidence.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

• We propose a new problem in user/behavior modeling – identifying intention of referential behaviors which are common
in academia, news and social media. We define an intention
schema based on a theory in behavioral and social sciences.
• We propose a new mechanism called Interactive Hierarchical Attention and a new framework for modeling the relationship between the referential intention and naturally
interactive, heterogeneous contexts.
• Experiments on real-world, released datasets of two domains
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed mechanism
and framework. The work will provide a different angle for
computational methods to understand content generation.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first formally define the research problem and
then explain several concepts used in the problem definition.
Problem (Referential intention identification). Given a
referential behavior b ∈ B, our goal is to learn a mapping function
д(b) : B → S, where B is the set of behaviors and S is the schema
of four types referential intentions: S = {Strong Accept (SA), Accept
(A), Background (BG), Strong Reject (SR)}.
To develop a learning model for this problem, we need to extract
information (and then use the model to turn into features) from the
referential behavior. A referential behavior b has three components
which could be represented as b = {GC(b), RC(b), N etC(b)}:
Note that the behavior was created by “author” va (b) ∈ Va
based on the author’s intention. Va is the set of authors.
(1) Generated content GC(b). The author created the text to share
their ideas, opinions, claims, or experience with readers. In the text,
the author gave contextual information and referred to outside
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Network context

Deep Neural Networks for Learning Graph Representations
(Page 1) … [NC-former] This step can be understood as a
process for converting a general graph structure into a large
collection of linear structures. [LC (Local Context)] Next,
the skip-gram model proposed by [22] to learn low-dimensional
representations for vertices from such linear structures. The
learned vertex representations were shown to be effective across
a few tasks, outperforming several previous approaches such as
… [NC-latter] While such an approach for learning vertex
representations of a unweighted graph is effective …

[NetC]

[22] Mikolov et al. (NeurIPS 2013) Distributed representations of
words and phrases and their compositionality.

Referred content
Distributed representations … compositionality
(Page 7) … [RC] We demonstrated that the word and phrase
representations learned by the Skip-gram model exhibit a linear
structure that makes it possible to perform precise analogical
reasoning using simple vector arithmetics. …

Figure 2: Given a referential behavior in academic articles
(i.e., a citation), five types of contexts are associated with the
behavior’s intention: Generated content includes “Neighboring former context” (NC-former), “Local context” (LC), and
“Neighboring latter context” (NC-latter); Referred content
(RC); and Network context (NetC) of the academic network
of author, venue, and keyword nodes.
information for readers to understand better and become more
likely to accept his/her point of view.
• Local context LC(b): It has local text information surrounding
the position of referential behavior (e.g., the brackets “[]” in
scientific papers, the hyperlinks in news articles).
• Neighboring former context NC-former(b): (simplified as NCf(b)) It has text information before the local context. It is
often about former steps of a method or important concepts
terms that will be used in the local context.
• Neighboring latter context NC-latter(b): (simplified as NC-l(b))
It has text information after the local context. It often makes
additional comments or explanations to the local context.
(2) Referred content RC(b). It is the text the author referred to
in the local context of his/her generated content. It is supposed to
have strongly-related content with the local context.
(3) Network context NetC(b). It is actually a sub-network of the
complete heterogeneous network G = (V = Va ∪Vc ∪Vl ∪. . . , E),
where Va is the author node set, Vc is the set of content nodes
(e.g., papers, news, tweets), Vl is the set of “location” nodes (e.g.,
conferences/journals, geotags), and E has the links between the
nodes. NetC(b) was formed by a sub-network of nodes within 2
hops from author node va (b), generated content nodes GC(b), and
referred content node RC(b).
Figure 2 presents an example of citing behavior to explain the
five types of contexts (LC, NC-former, NC-latter, RC, and NetC).
For news articles, hyperlinks of certain terms or phrases can be
considered as referential behaviors; we can also find the five types
for each of the behaviors. For retweets, we have three types: LC
(i.e., the comment added when forwarding), RC (i.e., the forwarded
tweet), and NetC (i.e., the social and information network).
Note that any learning model for identifying the intention type
has to learn the relationship between the intention and the heterogeneous behavior contexts including texts and graphs. The model

must be able to extract information from both unstructured and
structured data; and it still faces two challenges. One is that only
part(s) of the texts (in LC or NC or RC) and graphs (in NetC), not
all the words or nodes or links, were associated with the referential intention. The other is that the heterogeneous contexts are
not isolated but interactive in pairs. For example, LC and NC have
semantic ordering; LC and RC are somehow summary and full description of a thing, respectively; and even LC acts as rich attributes
of a node in NetC. In next section, we propose a framework with a
new mechanism called Interactive Hierarchical Attention to learn
д(·) from data of heterogeneous contexts.

3

THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first present the overview of our method. Then
we introduce its details such as encoders, local attentions, and interactive hierarchical attention for modeling heterogeneous contexts.
Overview: Our proposed method has three parts: first, it encodes
heterogeneous contexts using language model for text contexts (NCf, LC, NC-l, and RC) and using heterogeneous GNN [29] for network
context; second, it applies sequence attention [22] for text contexts
and graph attention [23] for network context to discover important
part(s) associated with intention from each type of input; third, it
has a novel mechanism called interactive hierarchical attention that
models pairing effects of heterogeneous contexts and merges into
global attention. Finally, a softmax function matches the output
into four types of referential intentions.

3.1

Encoders for Heterogeneous Contexts

Text encoders. For textual contexts of a referential behavior b,
such as LC(b), NC(b), and RC(b), the goal is to learn word embeddings: hLC(b)i ∈ Rd , hN C(b)i ∈ Rd , and hRC(b)i ∈ Rd for the i-th
word in the context, where d is the number of dimensions of embedding vectors. We use T extC(b) to generally denote a type of context.
We use BiLSTM to learn contextual word embeddings. It has a forward LSTM which reads text T extC(b) from word T extC(b)1 to
T extC(b)T , where T is the length of the text. It also has a backward
LSTM to learn from the other direction.
Then we have
−−−−→
←−−−−
hT ex tC(b)i = LST M(T extC(b)i ) ⊕ LST M(T extC(b)i ), i = 1 . . . T , (1)

where operation ⊕ denotes concatenation.
Graph encoders. Given heterogeneous network context NC(b) =
(V, E), the goal is to learn: (1) an embedding vector of node’s
textual attributes (e.g., keyword, venue’s name): v(at t r ibut e) ∈ Rd
for each node v ∈ V and (2) an embedding vector of aggregating
representations of node v’s neighbors of type t (e.g., author, venue,
keyword, paper): v(neiдhbor ),t ∈ Rd :
v(neiдhbor ),t = AGut ∈N (v) {u(at t r ibut e) },
t

(2)

where Nt (v) is the set of node v’s neighbors of type t, AG is an aggregator (e.g., mean pooling, LSTM). We adopt heterogeneous graph
neural network [29] as graph encoders to learn the embeddings.
These vectors will be used in the next part, graph attention.
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process for converting
a general graph …
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model proposed by
[22] to learn lowdimensional …

While such an approach
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We demonstrated that
the word and phrase
representations learned
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Generated content

Referred content

Network context

Figure 3: Our proposed framework has three parts: first, it encodes heterogeneous contexts - using language model (e.g., LSTM)
for text contexts (NC-f, LC, NC-l, and RC) and using heterogeneous GNN [29] for network context; second, it applies sequence
attention for text contexts [22] and graph attention for network context [23] to discover important part(s) associated with
intention from each type of input; third, it has a novel mechanism called interactive hierarchical attention that models pairing
effects of heterogeneous contexts and merges into global attention.

3.2

Local Attentions for Heterogeneous
Contexts

Sequence attention. Not all words contribute equally to the representation of the sentence meaning. For example, a turning word
(e.g., “however”, “nevertheless”) or a word reflecting the author’s
stance (e.g., “state-of-the-art”, “shortcoming”) contributes more significantly than other words. Hence, we use attention mechanisms
to learn the importance of such words on the meaning of the sentences and aggregate the representation of those informative words
to represent each type of textual context T extC(b) (e.g., LC, NC,
RC) with a numerical vector. Formally, we have
Õ
hT ex tC(b) =
αT ex tC(b)i · hT ex tC(b)i ,
(3)
i

where hT ex tC(b)i is given by Eq.(1) and αT ex tC(b)i is the attention
weight of the i-th word in textual context T extC(b):
exp(βT ex tC(b)i )
αT ex tC(b)i = Í
, βT ex tC(b)i = f (hT ex tC(b)i ),
i exp(βT ex tC(b)i )
(4)
where f (·) is a function (e.g., weighted hyperbolic tangent, multilayer perceptron) that transforms the hidden representation hT ex tC(b)i
to a scalar weight βT ex tC(b)i .
Graph attention. For each node v ∈ V, the goal is to learn the importance of different embeddings given in Section 3.1 and generate
a universal embedding for the node:
Õ
v = α v,v v(at t r ibut e) +
α v,t v(neiдhbor ),t ,
(5)
t

where v ∈ Rd , α v,∗ indicates the importance of different embeddings, v(at t r ibut e) is the textual attribute embedding of v, and
v(neiдhbor ),t is the type-based aggregated embedding obtained
from Eq.(2). Here the importance weight can be written as:
exp(LeakyReLU (aT )[v(at t r ibut e) ⊕ v(neiдhbor ),t ])
,
α v,t = Í
T
(at t r ibut e) ⊕ u(neiдhbor ),t ])
u exp(LeakyReLU (a )[u
(6)
where u is a node in set Nt (v), LeakyReLU denotes leaky version
of a Rectified Linear Unit, a ∈ R2d is the attention parameter.
We use the embedding of the local content node (e.g., the author’s
paper/message) as the behavior’s NetC embedding hN etC(b) .

3.3

The Interactive Hierarchical Attention
Mechanism

In location attention, the weights were calculated separately on
each type of context. However, it is important to model the interactions between the contexts (as described in the Introduction). We
propose a new mechanism. First of all, it models pairing effects
of contexts – they are embeddings generated by weighting and
summing embedding of two types of contexts:
hC(b)i ,C(b)j = γi, j · hC(b)i + hC(b)j ,

(7)

where C(b)i is the i-th type of b’s behavioral context, such as LC(b),
NC-f(b), NC-l(b), RC(b), and NetC(b); γi, j is the weight of C(b)i over
C(b)j . We learn the weight γi, j through a multilayer perceptron
with one hidden layer and the ReLU activation function:
γi, j = exp(xT ReLU (Wi, j (hC(b)i ⊕ hC(b)j ) + c i, j ),

(8)
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Figure 4: Distributions of intention types on two datasets.
where x, Wi, j , and c i, j are model parameters. Then the concatenated embedding vector is
hb

=

hN C f (b), LC(b) ⊕ hLC(b), N Cl (b) ⊕ hN C f (b), N Cl (b)

(9)
6d

⊕hLC(b), RC(b) ⊕ hLC(b), N etC(b) ⊕ hRC(b), N etC(b) ∈ R .
Then we apply a hierarchical attention on the behavior’s concatenated embedding hb :
Õ
ĥb =
α i · (hb )i ,
(10)
i

αi

=

exp(βi )
Í
, βi = f ((hb )i ),
i exp(βi )

(11)

where α i is the attention weight for the i-th value in hb , and f (·)
is a multilayer perceptron function.
Then we can write the optimization function (i.e., training loss)
as a negative likelihood of predicting correct intention labels of
behaviors in the training data:
Õ
L=−
σ (W · ĥb + c),
(12)
b ∈B

where B is the data set of behaviors, W and c are parameters, ĥb
can be obtained from Eq.(10), and σ (·) is the softmax function.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first introduce our datasets and experimental
settings. Then we present experimental results to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed interactive hierarchical attention
mechanism for identifying referential intention.

4.1

Datasets in Two Different Domains

Academic dataset. We chose two popular research topics, network
embedding and language model. We manually selected, downloaded,
and annotated 20 papers for each topic. Most of the 40 papers were
published in WWW, KDD, ICDM, AAAI, NeurIPS, and ACL. We
collected paper information such as title, author list, venue, year,
and full text. Here a referential behavior is a citation, e.g., “[22]” or
“(Mikolov et al. 2013)”. We labelled 1,565 citations in total.
News/social media dataset. We crawled 297 news articles and
retweets about 20 political events in the United States in 2019.
Each item has author, time, content, and referred contents (such as
hyperlinks in news and original tweet of retweets). Retweets had
their original tweets on the same page; hyperlinked texts in news
were further crawled. We labelled 401 referential behaviors.

Data labelling. Three domain experts (in the two specific research
topics) were recruited to label the data. Only when all labels were
consistent, the data object (i.e., referential behavior and intention
label) was included in the final datasets. So we have 1497 (95.7%)
and 368 (91.8%) data objects in academic dataset and news/social
media dataset, respectively. The consistency ratios are high (above
90%) showing the existence of behavioral intention. The intention
can be identified after a long and careful investigation.
Statistics. Figure 4 presents the percentages of intention label types
in the two datasets. In academic data, more than half of the citations
were used for background description; around 1/5 (9.4%+12.6%)
were used as the basis of the proposed method/idea; and around 1/8
(13.5%) had weak points that needed to be addressed. The numbers
are consistent with commonsense. In news/social media data, 42.6%
were holding a different opinion from the original news/tweet.
Expressing a different (not the same) opinion is one of the common
reasons that journalists write articles and people post messages.

4.2

Experimental Settings

Evaluation metrics. As it is a standard multi-class classification
task, firstly, for each type of classes s ∈ S, we calculate Precision
and Recall, and report Avg. Precision and Avg. Recall. Secondly, we
calculate the F1 score which is the harmonic average of the precision
and recall. We use Micro F1 which globally counts the TPs, FNs,
FPs, and TNs. In our case, because all the concepts were assigned
to exactly one class in the ground truth, the Micro F1 is the same as
Accuracy. We also use Macro F1 which is the unweighted mean of
the F1 scores per type of classes. Moreover, we plot the Precisionrecall curve per type of classes. We calculate the Area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) for evaluation. For
all the metrics above, higher score means better performance.
Competitive methods. We will compare our method with competitive baselines as follows:
• CiteFrame (2018) [14]: This system proposed pattern-based,
topic-based, and prototypical argument features to model
citations. We used the same set of features and classifiers for
intention classification on the academic dataset.
• CiteFunc (2019) [19]: This was a multi-task learning method
based on GloVe embeddings and CNN architecture. The two
tasks were citation function and provenance classifications.
• SecClass (2019) [6]: This work was to classify citation intent
into three categories: background, use of method, and result
comparison. So the section, not semantics, would make the
most significant impact.
Besides the three recent baselines, we implemented as many as 12
variants of our proposed method to analyze the following points:
• We will compare M1–M4 to analyze the importance of RC
and NetC on both academia and social media datasets.
• We will compare M4–M8 to analyze the importance of NC
using ablation studies on academia data.
• We will compare different attention mechanisms (local attention only, hierarchical attention without interaction, and
the proposed interactive hierarchical attention) on M8 that
uses full contexts, with both datasets.
• We will compare M5, M9, and M10 to learn the impact of
NC-former and NC-latter.
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CiteFrame (2018) [14]
CiteFunc (2019) [19]
SecClass (2019) [6]
Ours (M8-IHA)
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Acc.

Academic dataset (%)
Prec.
Rec.
F1

AUC

Acc.

63.59
71.74
79.35
82.21

54.95
63.22
67.71
77.01

71.61
74.83
83.04
89.66

56.25
61.25
68.75

52.66
53.61
68.43
70.14

52.72
57.12
67.86
73.14

News/social media dataset (%)
Prec.
Rec.
F1
57.01
61.87
70.36

56.11
64.07
72.10

53.67
62.72
70.72

AUC
73.64
78.57
82.31

Table 3: Our proposed method significantly outperform existing methods on both datasets for identifying referential intention.

LC
M1
M2
M3
M4

✔
✔
✔
✔

M8(LA)
M8-HA
M8-IHA

✔
✔
✔

Contexts
NC RC NetC

Academic dataset (%)
Prec.
Rec.
F1

AUC

News/social media dataset (%)
Acc.
Prec.
Rec.
F1
AUC

66.94
71.35
75.34
74.11

63.39
62.10
60.44
64.90

64.77
65.59
65.33
68.45

84.42
84.60
84.27
84.46

61.00
63.75
65.00
67.75

60.30
64.51
67.26
67.33

62.05
65.24
66.83
69.97

62.08
64.46
66.79
67.94

74.45
81.40
80.02
81.75

74.26
75.06
77.01

68.35
69.08
70.14

70.84
71.57
73.14

89.08
89.35
89.66

67.75
67.50
68.75

67.33
69.91
70.36

69.97
68.83
72.10

67.94
68.73
70.72

81.75
82.25
82.31

✔

✔
✔

77.16
79.35
79.62
79.89

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

81.01
81.79
82.21

✔

✔
✔
✔

Acc.

Table 4: We compared different variants and attention mechanisms, i.e., local attention only, hierarchical attention without
interaction, and the proposed interactive hierarchical attention (IHA), on M8 both datasets. Because there was no neighboring
context (NC) in news/social media dataset, our M8 is actually M4 (M8-LA equals to M4). M8-IHA performs the best.

LC
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Contexts
NC RC NetC
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

Acc.

Academic dataset (%)
Prec. Rec.
F1.

AUC

79.89
78.53
80.77
81.52
81.01

74.11
69.14
73.51
72.35
74.26

84.46
87.80
88.76
89.50
89.48

64.90
69.21
67.92
69.94
68.35

68.45
68.46
70.17
70.54
70.84

Table 5: Ablation studies: Neighboring context (NC) and referred content (RC) provide semantic contexts of the citation. So they are important for identifying citation intents.
Note that except M8-HA and M8-IHA, all the variants use local
intention only, for fair comparison with the three outside baselines.

4.3

Experimental Results

Overall performance. Experiments on the two real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method M8-IHA: F1 was
improved relatively by +12.92% on the academic dataset and by
+13.92% on the news/social media dataset over pure M1 (LC only).
On academic dataset, integrating rich textual contexts and their
interactions can achieve satisfactory performance. NetC shows a
great contribution to intention classification on news/social media.
4.3.1 Results on academic dataset.
Comparison with baselines. Our purposed methods (from M4-,
including the best M8-IHA) outperform all baseline methods, as
shown in Table 3. Our method improves accuracy relatively by
+3.73%, precision by +13.73%, recall by +2.50%, and F1 score by
+7.78%, respectively comparing with SecClass(2019). Our method
models heterogeneous contexts as well as their interactions of rich
semantics and structures that are strongly related to referential
intention. The baselines were not able to extract and learn the
important information.

LC
M5
M9
M10

✔
✔
✔

Contexts
NC-f NC-l
✔
✔

✔
✔

Acc.

Academic dataset (%)
Pre.
Rec.
F1.

AUC

78.52
78.26
78.53

69.14
73.22
69.16

69.21
65.14
67.98

87.80
87.49
87.56

68.46
68.19
68.11

Table 6: Comparing the impact of NC-f ormer and NC-latter.
NC-l may hurt precision but significantly improve recall.

Analyzing impact of heterogeneous contexts. Table 4 compares M1–M4 for analyzing the impact of referred content (RC)
and network context (NetC) on identifying referential intention in
academic and social media datasets. Compared with M1, adding
RC (M2) and NetC (M3) improves F1 score relatively by +1.22% and
+0.86%, respectively. When having both contexts (M4), F1 can be
further improved by +4.36% and +4.78% comparing with M2 and
M3, respectively. On academic dataset, the improvements by RC
(M2) and NetC (M3) are comparable; on social media, NetC (M3)
makes greater improvement than RC (M2).
Table 4 compares M4–M8 that all adopt the local attention only
but use different combinations of contexts. This is literally ablation
study on academic dataset. By using all types of contexts, M8 delivers the best performance on F1 score. Compared with M1 (LC
only) , M8 improves accuracy relatively by +6.54%, precision by
+15.04%, recall by +10.65%, and F1 score by +12.92%.
Table 6 compares M5, M9, and M10. Both neighboring contexts
(NC-f & NC-l) can improve model effectiveness, if combined with
RC and NetC (see M6–M8); however, it improves only +0.39% and
+0.51% (no more than 1%) compared with M9 and M10. We observe
that NC-l can significantly improve recall but may hurt precision.
Analyzing attention mechanisms. Table 4 also compares different attention mechanisms, i.e., local attention only (M8 (LA)),
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Figure 5: Precision-recall curves of M8-IHA (the best of ours) with baseline methods on the academic dataset.
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Figure 6: Precision-recall curves of M8-IHA (the best of ours) with baseline methods on the news/social media dataset.
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Figure 7: All types of contexts matter: Precision-recall curves of M1–M4, M5, and M8 on the academic dataset.
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Figure 8: Interactive Hierarchical Attention wins: Precision-recall curves of M8 variants on the academic dataset.
hierarchical attention without interaction (M8-HA), and the proposed interactive hierarchical attention (M8-IHA) on M8 that uses
all types of contexts with both datasets. M8-IHA achieves a better
performance than the other two models. We observe that neural
frameworks of flat local attention or pure hierarchical attention
mechanisms cannot perform well. The interactive attention design
can significantly improve the performance. It includes multiple
weighted pooling modules. Each pooling module integrates outputs
of two types of contexts with local attention. Clearly, multiple types
of contexts have interaction with each other: (1) LC and NC came
originally from the same document and form semantic ordering;
(2) RC and LC were tightly related to the same topic; (3) RC and LC
were produced by a pair of linked nodes in NetC, and so on. Our
proposed IHA mechanism can better distill useful information in

the multiple types of contexts. Compared with LA and HA, IHA
improves F1 score relatively by +3.25% and +2.19%, respectively.
We investigated the interactions in depth: The interaction between generated content (GC = LC & NC) and referred context
(RC) makes greater impact than the interaction between network
context (NetC) and other type of contexts. Both GC and RC are
textual contexts and certainly have semantic relationships between
each other. NetC and GC have different modalities (network and
text, respectively) and are embedded by different types of encoders.
Analyzing performances on intention types. Figure 5 shows
precision-recall curves of the best of our proposed methods (M8IHA) and three competitive baselines on the academic dataset. We
observe that our proposed method consistently performs better
than the baselines on polar intentions (i.e., Strong Accept, Accept,
and Strong Reject). On the type of background (BG), which is the
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① [NOAA 2014] Why don't we try to destroy tropical cyclones by nuking them?
② [AXIOS NEWS] President Trump has suggested
multiple times to senior Homeland Security and national
security officials that they explore using nuclear bombs
to stop hurricanes from hitting the United States ①.
④ [FOX News] According to AXIOS ② … that
Trump asked if the U.S could use nuclear explosions
to disrupt hurricanes. Attempting to disrupt a hurricane with a nuclear weapon is a terrible idea ③.
⑦ [Book 2008] Land of Sunshine State of
Dreams: A Social History of Modern Florida

BD

A

⑤ [ChatByCC Tweet] Fake news is INSANE! They are very
disturbed individuals led by diabolical companies. (Retweet ③)

SA

SR

③ [Trump Tweet] The story by Axios ② that President Trump
wanted to blow up large hurricanes with nuclear weapons prior
to reaching shore is ridiculous. Just more FAKE NEWS!

AXIOS
A

D.TRUMP

SA

SR
SA

FOX

⑥ [White House Speech] “Trump's idea was no
cause for alarm. His goal — to keep a catastrophic
hurricane from hitting the mainland -- is not bad.” ③

⑧ [Washington Post Article] Trump denies that he suggested nuking hurricanes. But the
government once studied the idea ③. Regardless of Trump’s feelings on the subject, the idea
of hurling bombs in the path of incoming storms was once given serious consideration ⑦.

1 –○
8 follow the chronological order
Figure 9: A case of referential behaviors on news and social media. The serial numbers ○
3 was posted by D. Trump. It rejected a new article; it was accepted by multiple messages; and it
of the generated contents. (○
was also rejected by multiple articles.) The directed links represent the referential behaviors. The link attributes indicate the
predicted referential intentions. Some contents were not fully quoted due to space limitation. Our proposed method provides
useful information from the perspective of behavioral sciences for knowledge graph construction and behavior data mining.
most frequent intention type of the imbalanced academic dataset,
our method and SecClass have comparable performances. They are
both close to perfect. Compared to polar intentions, BG is relatively
easy to be identified. The “background” referential behaviors are
often in the section of “Related Work”, so the section feature is
significant on identifying the BG intention.
Figure 7 shows precision-recall curves of M1–M4, M5, and M8
on the academic dataset. On the referential intentions of Strong
Accept and Accept, M8 performs the best; on Background, all methods are comparablely good; however, on the intention of Strong
Reject, M4 performs the best – So, the neighboring contexts (NCformer & NC-latter) may have negative effect on identifying the
negative intention. The reason is that if the intention is Strong
Reject, the local context (LC) has pointed out the weak point of
referred content (RC); LC and RC can fully reflect the comparative
information. Neighboring sentences may have been talking about
the author’s work which are likely to include positive words of the
work’s contributions. So, NC may confuse the model.
Figure 8 shows precision-recall curves of M8’s variants on different attention mechanisms, i.e., local attention only, hierarchical
attention without interaction, and the proposed interactive hierarchical attention (IHA). The IHA mechanism is more effective on
identifying Accept and Strong Accept.
4.3.2 Results on news/social media dataset.
Comparison with baselines. Because there was no neighboring
context (NC) in this dataset, our M8-IHA is actually M4-IHA
which uses LC, RC, and NetC as well as a partial interactive hierarchical attention mechanism. It significantly outperforms all
baselines. Compared with the best baseline, our purposed method
improves accuracy relatively by +12.24%, precision by +13.72%,
recall by +12.53%, and F1 score by +12.76%, respectively.
Analyzing impact of heterogeneous contexts. As shown in Table 4, the network context (NetC) improves the F1 score relatively
by +7.59%. With all types of contexts, M4 achieves the best performance: it improves accuracy relatively by +12.70%, precision by

+16.62%, recall by +16.24%, and F1 score by +13.92%, respectively,
compared to local context (LC) only. We have consistent observations with the ones on the academic dataset: by combining all
referential contexts, we can have a more satisfactory performance.
NetC makes a greater contribution than referred context (RC). User
generated contents have multiple kinds of expressions reflecting
complex sentiments (e.g., irony). Such expressions make it more
difficult to identify referential intentions on the news/social media
dataset than on the academic dataset.
Analyzing performances on intention types. Figure 6 shows
precision-recall curves of the best of our proposed methods (M8IHA) and three competitive baselines on the news/social media
dataset. Our proposed method achieves better results on the prediction of each intention label. On the news/social media dataset,
Strong Accept usually contains literal praise, so predicting SA
achieves the highest accuracy.

4.4

Case Study on News/Social Media Data

Figure 9 presents a news event including multiple referential behaviors from different sources. The event originated from a news report
from AXIOS that “President Donald Trump suggested to explore using
nuclear bombs to stop hurricanes from hitting the United States”. We
use this example to analyze results of M1–M4 methods.
2 ○:
1 Accept (A). AXIOS news said that using nuclear weapons
○→
to destroy the storms has been so persistent by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to support its claim. M1
and M3 predicted BackGround while M2 and M4 predicted Accept.
2 referential intenThe referred content (RC) could distinguish ○’s
tion. On one hand, NOAA gave detailed explanation to not trying
to destroy tropical cyclones by nuking them so the author’s stance
2 is positive. On the other hand, the official interpretation of
in ○
1 is assumed to
NOAA has certain credibility, so reader’s stance of ○
be positive. Therefore, Accept is more reasonable than BackGround.
5 ○:
3 Strong Accept (SA). CC’s tweet directly supported Don○→
ald Trump’s claim, pointing out that AXIOS reported fake news. M1
and M3 predicted Strong Reject while M2 and M4 predicted Strong
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Accept. The referred content (Trump’s tweet) helped distinguish
5 referential intention. CC’s stance in ○
5 is clearly positive to
○’s
3 (actually negative to AXIOS news ○).
2 Therefore, Strong Accept
○
is more reasonable than Strong Reject.
8 ○:
3 Strong Accept (SA). The Washington Post supported
○→
Donald Trump’s idea through a historical event to indicate nuking
hurricanes is actually worth considering. M1 predicted Strong Reject, M2 predicted Accept, while M3 and M4 predicted Strong Accept.
8
The network context (NetC) helps the method better identify ○’s
referential intention. On one hand, the Washington post’s stance in
8 is positive because it found clues in history to persuade people
○
Trump’s advice is feasible. On the other hand, Trump often reported
fake news on his Twitter so reader’s stance is neutral and even less
convinced. Therefore, Strong Accept is more reasonable than other
intention labels such as Accept, Background, and Strong Reject.
8 introduced
8 ○:
7 Background (BG). The Washington Post in ○
○→
7 that after the United States
a historical event from a book ○
dropped the first atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
1945, Floridians started wondering if the same destructive force
that had ushered in the end of World War II could also be leveraged
to protect beachfront property. M1 predicted Strong Reject, M2 and
M3 predict Accept, while only M4 predicted BackGround. On one
7 is not directly related to Trump’s
hand, the story in the book ○
idea. This Washington Post’s article does not have a positive or
negative attitude to the story in the book. Therefore, the intention
is BackGround according to our proposed schema.
4 ○:
3 Strong Reject (SR). This doesn’t need more explanation.
○→
All methods M1–M4 predicted the correct intention label.

5

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review existing work related to our study including stance detection and intent classification schema and methods.

5.1

Stance Detection

Stance detection is to detect the stance ("Favor" or "Against") expressed in text towards a specific target. It is an emerging problem
in sentiment analysis. Previous work in stance detection mostly focused on debates [12, 24] or student essays [10]. There is a growing
interest in performing stance classification on microblogs such as
Twitter and Weibo [9, 17, 28]. Du et al. incorporated target-specific
information into stance classification by following an attention
mechanism [9]. Zhou et al. proposed an attention mechanism in
the bidirectional GRU-CNN structure to perform target-specific
stance detection on tweets [30]. Dey et al. proposed a two-phase
LSTM based model with attention [7] and Wei et al. proposed an
end-to-end neural memory model via target and tweet interactions
[25]. By considering the dependency of related targets, Sobhani
et al. introduced a multitarget stance detection task and proposed
an attentive encoder-decoder network to capture the dependencies among stance labels regarding multiple targets [18]. Wei et al.
proposed a dynamic memory-augmented network that utilized a
shared external memory to capture and store multi-targets stance
indicative clues [26]. Siddiqua et al. proposed a neural ensemble
model that adopted the strengths of two LSTMs to learn long-term
dependencies, where each module coupled with an attention mechanism that amplifies the contribution of important elements in the
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final representation [17]. However, their goal was to analyze the
stance towards a specific target mentioned in text. Our work is
different – it is to identify referential intention when an object
refers to a specific claim from the other object.

5.2

Intent Classification Schema

There has been a wide line of research on classifying citation intents [2, 3, 8, 11, 20, 27]. Volenzuela et al. introduced a novel task of
identifying important citations in scholarly literature, defined with
two categories: important vs. non-important [21]. Jurgens et al. captured broad thematic functions a citation can serve in the discourse
[13, 14]. They defined six categories based on functions of citation
content on the topic, such as providing background knowledge
and describing motivation. Later, Cohan et al. proposed a concise
annotation schema including three categories that is useful for navigating research topics and machine reading of scientific papers [6].
However, these schema were based on natural language understanding to classify sentences, which ignores characteristics of author,
generated content, referred content, and network of contents.

5.3

Intent Classification Methods

Early work in citation intent classification was mainly based on
manual analysis [11, 15] or rule-based systems [11, 16]. They lacked
generalizability and scalability. To address the issues, Abu-Jbara et
al. proposed a supervised method for identifying citation text and
analyzing it to determine the purpose and the polarity of citation [1].
Volenzuela et al. extracted 12 predefined features from citation and
fed them into a random forest classifier [21]. Jurgens et al. expanded
all pre-existing feature-based efforts on citation intent classification
by proposing a comprehensive set of engineered features, including bootstrapped patterns, topic modeling, dependency-based, and
metadata features for the task [13, 14]. However, their methods
are based primarily on extracting predefined pattern-based, topicbased, or prototypical argument features. With widespread use of
neural models, researchers have investigated many neural methods
for this task. Su et al. applied a convolutional neural network (CNN)
to classify both citation function and provenance, which surpassed
the performance of rich-feature based baselines [19]. Cohan et al.
adopted an attention-based BiLSTM model and proposed structural
scaffolds to incorporate knowledge into citations from scientific
papers structures for effective classification of citation intents [6].
Nevertheless, these methods only learned sentence representation,
which depends solely on syntax and semantics of sentences.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed to identify the intention of referential
behaviors. We adopted a theory in sociology to develop a schema of
four types of intentions. We propose a new neural framework with
Interactive Hierarchical Attention (IHA) to identify the intention
of referential behavior by properly aggregating the heterogeneous
contexts. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can
effectively identify the type of intention of citing behaviors (on
academic data) and retweeting behaviors (on Twitter).
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